EFFECTIVE 2019 CROP YEAR

MEMBERSHIP

- Membership Fee (per year, June 1–May 31) $50.00

FIELD INSPECTION FEES (field fees must accompany application) PER ACRE

- Acreage Fee (minimum fee per field is $120.00) $3.00
- Forage & Mulch Acreage Fee on Seed Fields (minimum fee per field is $40.00) $1.00

LATE APPLICATION FEES (per field, 30 days prior to cutting) $50.00

The Association reserves the right to refuse inspection of fields included in late applications. If inspections can be arranged, the late application fee will be assessed.

RE-INSPECTIONS (per storage site) $50.00 or $100.00

RE-INSPECTIONS (per field) $50.00 or $100.00

REFUNDS: When fields are canceled, all of the fees except $10.00 per field will be refunded, provided the request is made to the MCIA office prior to the time the field inspection is made. No refunds will be given for cancellations after the fields have been inspected.

TAGS

- Tags (minimum $50.00 per tag request) $0.25/tag